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Case Study
Thomas Stephens graduated from Southampton
University with a 2.1 degree in German and linguistics.
"My degree was originally straight German, although
everyone studying a language had to take a module of
linguistics in the first year. Most people dropped this
'taster' course after a year but I was hooked and changed
to Combined Honours.
"I'd always been interested in foreign languages, but
fluency in half a dozen languages isn't what linguistics is
about. It's the study of language in general: its
formation, use and effect. Language is something that
everyone uses every day, even though it's something that
few people know anything about. Another difficulty when
explaining linguistics is that most of the many branches it
splits into are largely unrelated and are more like
sciences than arts subjects.
"In my first year, I studied phonetics/phonology,
syntax, sociolinguistics and pragmatics. Because
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of the world's languages that

"I spent the next year abroad, but half of my
dissertation had to relate to linguistics. My tutors
rejected my first suggestion: a groundbreaking
neurolinguistic investigation into the effects of
alcohol on speech, so I ended up writing something
about bilingualism.
"In my final year, I concentrated on the more
theoretical modules, which aren't particularly vocational although a knowledge of the more applied side
(neurolinguistics, psycholinguistics and specialised
phonetics) sets you up nicely for a postgraduate course
to qualify as a speech and language therapist.
"Because linguistics is so diverse, I guarantee that
everyone will find something of interest. I still read the
latest pop science books on language - psycholinguistics
is the most fascinating area: language acquisition,
language loss (through brain damage) and loads of
bizarre case studies. A final warning: life's too short to
study Chomsky!"
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For a full list of degree courses in
linguistics, visit the UCAS website
at: www.ucas.com
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